Willy was one of 11 adorable chocolate puppies whelped
on April 30, 2013. His parents are Adoration's Second
Chance, SH WCX and Watermark's Texas Roadtrip, MH.
Our experience with the breeders- Owasco Valley
Retrievers:
We feel so lucky to have met Chuck and Lorri. They are
clearly top notch breeders and just wonderful people in
general. We came across Chuck online, seeing that he
had so much knowledge about Labrador Retrievers, training them to hunt, and
good breeding practices. We initially contacted him to ask him questions about
finding a fox red lab puppy. He didn’t have a litter of fox reds himself, but
communicated with us for weeks via email and phone,
answering all of our questions. We eventually found a
breeder who had fox red lab puppies and were ready
to get one from him, when Chuck dug up some
information for us on the breeder and on the genetic
lines of the puppies’ mother. We found out the she
was in terrible health (rated poorly for hips – Baxley’s
Ginger) and the breeder was extremely negligent (DOA
Outfitters), not following any of the proper procedures
for raising healthy pups. Chuck helped us dodge a
bullet there. Chuck, and his wife, Lorri, then felt bad
for us that we were not getting a puppy, so they ended
up giving us their own pick of the liter of chocolate labs, out of the goodness of
their hearts.
We went over to their house a couple times while the puppies were growing up,
and saw first-hand how well Chuck and Lorri take care of them. For example, our
pup ,Willy, started off being one of the smaller
puppies and so they made sure to give him alone
time with Mom to get enough milk until he caught
up in size with his siblings. Willy is now almost 6
months old, and we are still in regular
communication with Chuck and Lorri, and they

are helping us with training Willy. Every time Willy sees
Chuck and Lorri, he is in completely blissful happinessclearly his first 8 weeks of life with them were good ones!
Our experience with Willy:
Willy is handsome, smart, and athletic, with a terrific
personality. It took us ONE day to potty train him, and TWO
days to train him on the electric fence. These are just
examples of how fast he has learned everything! He is very
obedient and well-behaved. He is lightning fast, and has a
coat that is just gorgeous! He gets along great with other
dogs and people. The vet raves about how healthy and well
he is doing; she was shocked when we brought him in the
first day after getting him from Chuck and Lorri because there was nothing for her
to do in the initial vet appointment- Chuck and Lorri had already done everything!
We are so happy with Willy and with Chuck and Lorri that we are in line to get
another puppy from them!
-Ali and Kevin

